Security and privacy issues complicate wireless local area network deployment. For a wired network, certain levels of security are maintained since access to the physical medium is restricted to the devices physically connected to the network. Though wireless local area networks offer some built-in security features, security breaches are possible if appropriate precautions are not taken. This paper describes security issues related to wireless local area networks and presents a software approach for restricting and controlling wireless access. The system authenticates users on the basis of identity, privileges and access hardware by distributed software agents that implement security policy and restrict unauthorized access.
The system described here provides secured WLAN access using network management techniques. Its distributed approach protects wired network resources &om unauthorized wireless access. It offers the following security benefits: This paper is divided into three major sections. The rest of this section provides background information on the security exposure of W " s and related work in the area. Section 2.0 provides a description of the system. The conclusions summarize the work.
A. RF mreless LAN Security
It is difficult to completely control the coverage of a WLAN access node. There is always the possibility that someone within the operating range of a WLAN modem or A p s may gain access to network resources or may tap into the wireless communications of others. Organizations now experience wireless networking solutions as a security tender spot w o o c l 951. Figure 2 illustrates the system. Agents intercommunicate with each other. For the sake of clarity, the lines connecting the agents only partially illustrate the message or information interchange between agents or objects. The system controls access to the wireless LAN b);
1. Forcing authentication of wireless network users and security system operators, 2. Detecting the MAC address of the network interface cards ("ICs) connected to the wireless side of any access point,
3.
Controlling which " I C may access the LAN, and 4. Logging and displaying access events.
The system uses a web-based interface and Java applets to deploy agents, and to control and to display the system in operation.
The prototype system is comprised of the following agents:
. Wireless LAN Access Point OyLAN AP) Node The Agent System Creation, Control and Monitoring Block provides a World Wide Web interface to the agent system. It is described in a separate section. Each agent is discussed in turn below.
B. FEAN AP Node Management Agenl
The WLAN AP NMA communicates via Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) with the SNMP Agent of a wireless LAN access point (Figure 3) . This element has two key roles.
. It restricts access to key write-enabled objects of the WLAN MIB. Many objects within its MIB control the operational characteristics of the WLAN access point. NMA is subordinate to the LAN Access Agent. It simply reports events to and responds to commands from the W A N Access Agent.
C. Network Node Access Agent
This agent resides (m every node of the wireless network. It handles user authentication when a mobile workstation conpects to the network. A Network Node Access Agent ("AA) also residles in the Agent System Creation and Control gateways wlhere it authenticates users of the wireless security system. The: "AA is designed and installed on the wireless node in such a way that it cannot be defeated, i.e. without its correct iinstallation and operation, the computer will not connect to the WLAN. A user name and password combination identifies users. All users must first be registered with the authentication server along with their privileges.
Whenever a Network Access Agent successfully connects to the wireless service, the W A N Access Agent is notified and, depending on settings in the system security policy, its access database may be updated with any changes in MAC addresses associated with the connection. This information offers the provision for the WLAN access system to allow access on a name basis rather than on a MAC Address basis. If authentication fails, the event is logged and the WLAN Access Agent is notified to prevent LAN access for the node.
D. WLAN Access Agent
This agent coordinates activities of the W A N AP NMAs and communicates with the monitoring and control station.
Key functions perfonned by this agent include:
1. Accesses a database of Ethernet (MAC) addresses allowed to connect with the W A N or from where management applets may be executed.
2. Acts upon rules associated with the security policy of the organization for the wireless LAN. For instance, MAC addresses may be ignored and only user authentication may be used for network access. If a user does not authenticate properly after three tries, the MAC address associated with the user is disabled fix a period of time.
3. Acts as an inforrnation concentrator between the WLAN Ap NMAs and the Agent Control and monitoring function. As a user moves between access points within a subnetwork, One LAN Access Agent is assigned per subnetwork of a network. The situation is illustrated in Figure 4 . Besides the benefit of application and resource partitioning, this arrangement minimizes traffic across network hubs, bridges and routers.
E. Authentication anti Security Server
The Authentication and Security Server is a trusted server which authenticates participants and provides contract certificates at the init:iation of the following services:
. 
F. Agent System Creation, Control and Monitoring
The block diagram in Figure 4 shows the component parts of this block. An Agent Daemon provides an operating environment and services for the agents at target nodes throughout a network. 
